Recreation or Leisure, Anyone?

Encyclopedia of Recreation and Leisure in America (ERLA) is the electronic version of a reference source that is located in the Art, Music and Recreation Section, Hawaii State Library.

The premise of this database is that leisure has shaped America’s history and culture. That said, ERLA covers a range of activities from the Colonial era to the present day, and how the concept of leisure has changed over time and how it reflects social, cultural, political and economic trends in the United States. It is designed for use by high school and college students, as well as for general and scholarly readers.

This e-resource allows: 1) access to the information at any time, even when the library is closed; 2) faster and more efficient location of topics using the search software, instead of flipping through pages in two different volumes, and 3) the ability to download, e-mail, and/or print what you need for your personal use.

To explore this database, at the HSPLS home page click on the following sequence of links: Other databases, Gale Virtual Reference Library, the History category, and finally, Encyclopedia of Recreation and Leisure in America. First time users can Click on eTable of Contents to get an idea of the kind of subjects covered. Those familiar with the GVRL search software can either use the Basic Search (remember to check the box for “within this publication”) or go directly to the Advanced Search mode.

Articles cover the familiar (Computer Games and the unfamiliar (Mummifying); the academic (Leisure and Civil Society) and the popular (Sports Car Racing); the past (Progressive Era Leisure and Recreation) and present (Cyber Dating). Whether you are seeking information for school work, or just curious about something click your way to ERLA for facts and fun browsing.

Encyclopedia of Recreation and Leisure in America is provided through Federal Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) funding, which is administered by the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS).

Children’s Books, from front page

with magical powers baried under the very last potato in the garden. This is a heartwarming retelling of an old Chinese folk tale told with an Irish twist.

Martha Diane Arnold A BOAT OF A SNORE

(Easy) Jack is awoken by very loud snoring. His investigations take him through the house and out to the barn, before he can find the culprit. Repetition and building suspense make A Roar of a Snore a wonderful read aloud.

Jennifer Roy YELLOW STAR

(historical fiction, gr. 4-6) This amazing story follows a four-year-old Jewish girl and her family as they struggle to survive in Poland’s Lodz ghetto during the Nazi occupation. The book is based on the courageous experiences of the author’s aunt, Sylvia Perlmuter Rorines. A powerful story beautifully told through poetic lines and gripping imagery.

Megan McDonald STINK AND THE WORLD’S WORST SUPER-STINKY SNEAKERS

(humorous, gr. 1-3) Have you met Judy Moody’s little brother, Stink? He is a loveable boy with big dreams. In this adventure, Stink sets out to win the Golden ClothsSpin Award, an honor bestowed upon thecontestant with the silliest smelling smokers. Will Stink receive this odorous honor?

Cynthia DeFelice ONE POTATO, TWO POTATO (Easy, gr. pre-K-3) A very prized potato in a cozy couple lives so simple a life that they share absolutely everything, until the husband discovers a pot...